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Hose Clamps as Fabrication Aids:
Say goodbye to aggravation when trying to maintain positioning in order
to weld together tubing - use modified
radiator hose clamps! Simply cut a
series of slots (1/4-inch wide x 1-inch
long) in two or three places around
the clamp. A die grinder works great
for cutting slots in clamps secured in a

vise (remember to wear eye protection). Secure the modified clamps
around the tubing at the junction of
each piece of tubing. The cutout slots
provide a window through which you
can tack weld. Once the tack welds are
complete, simply remove the modified clamps and finish weld. With
enough clamps, you can piece together a complete mockup of the finished
product, keep everything in alignment, and keep thin-walled tubing
round until tack welding is completed. When working on intricate

projects, try to attach the clamps so as
many of the slots are lined up as possible, this will allow you to go down
the line and tack weld each seam one
after the other. Then turn the entire
piece and do the say thing again. This
keeps you from constantly have to
turn the work over, and over, and
over.
These four tips are only a few of
sonny’s labor saving helpful hints. If
you want further information, or just
want to chat up this clever fellow, you

can contact him via email at
sr37s@aol.com. However, if you want
Sonny to answer your questions, you
must send the email with the subject
line reading: “LSL Fuel For Thought
0206” or he won’t open it and you
won’t get an answer. Oh, and once
you get your answer, suggest that he
and Dixie gather all their great tips
together into a book – one that every
auto enthusiast ought to have on the
shelf in the garage!
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304 SIS Construction • Lifetime Warranty

• 304 s/s rod builder kits
make building your own exhaust easy
• Available with o.d. ends or one end
expanded for slip fit
• USA made mil spec certified materials
do not accept cheap imitations!
Lifetime Warranty

• Tig welded, 3/8 laser machined flanges
available for 67-81 Camaro, 55-57 Chevy,
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• 55-57 Chevy full length headers in
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